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1.

Executive summary

In order to make a case for using Community Infrastructure Levy monies for the improvement of
community facilities and to secure S106 contributions from developments where there is the loss of
an existing community facility or where that development would create a new deficiency, it is vital
that there is accurate and robust information about the current levels of provision and any
deficiencies that exist. The Community Facilities Strategy provides the Council with the evidence to
support using S106/CIL funding towards new projects and sets out a clear plan for developing
facilities in the future.
This review of the Community Facilities Strategy provides an update on existing provision and
establishes the latest priority areas.
There are 390 community facilities within Wycombe District Council; 224 of these are available to
hire, and of these, 85 are dedicated community facilities, whose primary purpose is to provide
facilities for the use of the communities they serve.
Using catchment areas for every dedicated community facility, maps have been produced showing
provision in the WDC area. One map has been produced for each of the 28 wards in the district as
shown in Appendix 1.
This update shows that particularly in some urban wards, there are fewer facilities than expected,
using numerical analyses. In particular there are two wards (Bowerdean and Disraeli) where
there is currently no dedicated provision. In total there are eight wards with a numeric deficiency.
In terms of an analysis based upon the size of available facilities, there are twelve wards where
the size of the facilities available for community use fall short of the standard 0.14 sq.m per head of
population (calculated using the standard of a 575 sq.m facility which could cater for a population
of 4,000).
Using geographical analysis there are still gaps - even in wards where numerically the provision
is satisfactory – this is because facilities are clustered together, leaving no provision in other areas.
There are ten wards where a proportion of the residents live outside of the catchment area of a
community facility (calculated using a standard of 720m in urban areas and 1,440m in rural areas).
Six wards are deficient in all three areas of analysis – Bowerdean, Disraeli, Marlow North & West,
Ryemead, Terriers & Amersham Hill and The Wooburns and these should all be considered for
priority action together with Abbey which has a large geographic deficiency in the Daws Hill area at
present.
Priority wards therefore are:
Abbey (Daws Hill area)
Bowerdean
Disraeli
Marlow North & West
Ryemead
Terriers & Amersham Hill
The Wooburns
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2.

Background

In the Wycombe Development Framework Core Strategy (adopted 2008) and Community Facilities
Supplementary Planning Document (adopted in 2011) community facilities are listed as including:












Public halls (including community/youth centres and village halls), church halls
Schools and non-residential and training centres
Places of worship
Libraries
Day nurseries, crèches
Health centres, clinics, consulting rooms (including doctor's surgeries and dental practices)
Museums, art galleries, exhibition halls
Public houses
Post offices
Local shops (within both urban and rural areas)
Indoor and outdoor sports facilities

When assessing the overall level of provision of community facilities within each ward the following
types of community facility (from those listed above) have been excluded from this analysis







Day nurseries, crèches which tend to be set up permanently for nursery use. There are also
sometimes issues with sharing the building with members of the public in terms of child
protection issues and Disclosure and Barring Service status (previously CRB checks).
Health centres, clinics and consulting rooms which are generally not available to the public
for use independently.
Public houses which are fundamentally run as businesses although some do have rooms
available to hire.
Post offices which are not bookable facilities and are often situated within local shops.
Local shops which (although a valuable community resource) are not able to accommodate
meetings, functions etc.
Indoor and outdoor sports facilities which are often only open to members unless they have
bookable meeting rooms.

A full list of the community facilities included within the analysis is shown as Appendix 2.
This document updates the Community Facilities Strategy Update approved by the Council in May
2011.
2009 Strategy recommendations that still apply






There should be one community facility per population of 4,000;
The recommended size of a multi-purpose community facility should be 575sq.m;
The catchment in urban areas of a 15 minute walk equates to 720m (in a straight line);
The catchment for a rural area equates to 1,440m (in a straight line)
The recommended standard for community facility space per person is 0.14 square metres.

New research for 2013 update
New primary research was been undertaken to fill the gaps in data where there was little or no
information about the facilities, their size, whether they were available for hire etc. An audit form
was sent to facility providers and followed up with telephone calls. This resulted in new information
about a large number of facilities but there still remain some for which there was no response. For
the purposes of this update, these have now been categorised as not being available for general
community use.
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Secondary research used the Council’s GIS (Geographical Information System) called MapInfo to
determine the size (in square metres) of the community facilities for a number of the sites but some
information was provided by the facilities themselves.
Main update areas


New data about facilities where previously it was not known whether they were available for
hire or not;



Deletion of facilities no longer available for the community and addition of new facilities;



Analysis of deficiency areas in terms of the number of facilities available within the relevant
catchment based on 1 per 4,000 population;



Analysis of deficiency based upon the size of the available facilities using the 575sq.m
recommendation for a community building or 0.14 sq.m per person;



Revised ward profiles and maps



Revised priority areas



List of proposed projects for works needed to dedicated community facilities within the
priority areas.
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3.

Findings

Provision across the district and by ward was assessed using three different standards as
recommended in the Community Facilities Strategy.
1. The geographical analysis looks at gaps in provision where a number of households fall
outside of the catchment area of a dedicated community facility. This catchment is 720 metres
in urban areas and 1,440 metres in rural areas.
2. The number of facilities has been measured against the standard of 1 facility per 4,000
population.
3. The size of the available community space has been calculated by measuring the size of each
dedicated facility and then comparing this to the standard of 0.14 sq.m per person.
District analysis
Three hundred and ninety (390) community facilities in the Wycombe District Council area have
been identified; 224 of these are available to hire, and 85 are dedicated community facilities – this
means that they are classified as either village halls, meeting halls, community centres or church
halls whose main purpose is to provide facilities for the community.
There is a good geographic spread across the district with the majority of areas falling outside of
the catchment of a dedicated community facility being largely rural and unpopulated. This is
illustrated in Map 1 overleaf.
In terms of the number of dedicated facilities, a population of just over 172,000 should have 40
facilities using the standard of 1 facility per 4,000 people. As there are currently over 90 dedicated
facilities, the district is well provided for.
For a district population of over 172,000 and with a standard of 0.14 sq.m of community meeting
space per head of population, it would be expected that there should be around 24,000 sq.m of
available space for community use in dedicated facilities. Using the data collected by measuring
building size on the Council’s GIS system there are over 29,000 sq.m so again across the district
there is adequate provision.
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Map 1 – Geographical analysis
Geographical spread of facilities across the whole district together with the urban and rural
catchment areas.

Ward analysis
The overall results for the numbers of facilities in each ward are shown below

Total number
of community
facilities

Number of
community
facilities
available for
public hire

Number of
village halls,
meeting halls
and community
centres

Abbey

34

28

9

Bledlow & Bradenham

12

5

3

Booker & Cressex

10

9

4

Bourne End-cum-Hedsor

13

7

3

Bowerdean

2

0

0

Chiltern Rise

20

12

7

Disraeli

3

2

0

Downley & Plomer Hill

9

8

4

Flackwell Heath & Little Marlow

22

15

3

Greater Hughenden

24

14

7

Greater Marlow

10

7

2

Hambleden Valley

25

8

6

Hazlemere North

6

4

2

Hazlemere South

10

5

1

Icknield

19

4

3

Lacey Green, Speen & The Hampdens

13

7

3

Marlow North & West

15

6

1

Marlow South East

11

6

3

Micklefield

9

5

2

Oakridge & Castlefield

8

3

3

Ryemead

17

9

1

Sands

7

3

1

Stokenchurch & Radnage

15

8

4

Terriers & Amersham Hill

13

10

1

The Risboroughs

27

14

4

The Wooburns

10

5

1

Totteridge

11

8

3

Tylers Green and Loudwater

15

12

4

390

224

85

Ward
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Appendix 1 shows these results for each individual ward together with a map showing the location
of community facilities within the ward. The dedicated community facilities (village halls, community
centres, meeting halls and church halls) are shown with their catchment areas.
The results of the ward analyses in terms of geography, the number of facilities and the size of
facilities within each ward are summarised in the table below. The cells highlighted in red show
where there is a deficiency.
Geographic
deficiency based
on catchment
areas

Number
deficiency based
on 1 per 4,000

Size deficiency
based on 575
sq.m

Abbey
Bledlow & Bradenham
Booker & Cressex
Bourne End-cum-Hedsor
Bowerdean
Chiltern Rise
Disraeli
Downley
Flackwell Heath & Little Marlow
Greater Hughenden
Greater Marlow
Hambleden Valley
Hazlemere North
Hazlemere South
Icknield
Lacey Green, Speen & The Hampdens
Marlow North & West
Marlow South East
Micklefield
Oakridge & Castlefield
Ryemead
Sands
Stokenchurch & Radnage
Terriers & Amersham Hill
The Risboroughs
The Wooburns
Totteridge
Tylers Green & Loudwater

As the table illustrates, there are twelve wards which have no deficiencies (highlighted in green)
and six (highlighted in red) which are deficient in all categories. This is illustrated in the following
map.
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Map 2 - Deficiency Summary

No deficiencies
Deficient (all areas)

Icknield

Geographic deficiency only
Size deficiency only
(based on 575 sq.m)
Numeric deficiency only

The
Risboroughs

Number and size deficiency
Size and geographic deficiency

Lacey Green, Speen
and The Hampdens
Bledlow and
Bradenham

Greater Hughenden
Hazlemere North

Stokenchurch and Radnage

Downley and
Plomer Hill

Terriers and
Hazlemere South
Amersham Hill
Disraeli Bowerdean

Sands
Chiltern Rise

Oakridge and
Castlefield

Booker and
Cressex

Abbey

Greater Marlow

Totteridge
Micklefield
Ryemead

Tylers Green
and Loudwater

Flackwell Heath
and Little Marlow
The
Wooburns

Hambleden Valley
Marlow
South East
Marlow North
and West
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Bourne End
-cum-Hedsor

The following looks at each of these areas of analysis and highlights the wards having the lowest
levels of provision.
Geographic – using catchment distance of 720 metres in urban areas and 1,440 metres in rural
areas. The wards with the greatest populated areas falling outside of the catchment of a
community facility are






Abbey
Disraeli
Terriers & Amersham Hill
Ryemead
The Wooburns

Numeric - in relation to the recommended one facility per 4,000 population. The five wards with
the lowest number of dedicated community facilities per head of population are:






Bowerdean
Disraeli
Terriers and Amersham Hill
Marlow North & West
Sands

By size - in relation to the recommended standard of 0.14 square metres per head of population.
The five wards with the greatest deficiency of community facilities in terms of the square metres of
available community meeting space.






Terriers & Amersham Hill
Disraeli
Bowerdean
Marlow North & West
Sands

Quality
It is possible that there are wards which have sufficient provision in relation to geography, numbers
and size but that the quality of those facilities is poor and improvements need to be made. Due to
resource limitations however it has not been possible to do a full analysis of the quality or ‘fitness
for purpose’ of the existing facilities. Also quality can be subjective and there are no specific
standards that can be applied consistently across all facilities. An indication of the quality of
buildings is indicated by the improvements necessary as identified by the facilities themselves in
the schedule works in Appendix 3.

4. Recommendations
The Council has adopted a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which largely replaces S106
contributions as the means to fund off-site infrastructure made necessary by development. The CIL
R123 list identifies that CIL monies could be spent on
“New and improved community facilities excluding where a new facility is required on
site to make a new development acceptable in planning terms and excluding facilities
required to mitigate against the loss of an existing community facility as set out in the
Community Facilities SPD and Planning Obligations SPD.”
The evidence in this document will enable the Council to prioritise where the use of CIL monies for
community facilities should be targeted. S106 will still be the mechanism used to secure on-site
infrastructure, for example, new community facilities as part of large developments may be
warranted in order for the development to be acceptable. S106 monies will also be sought where a
development results in the loss of an existing community facility as listed in the Community
Facilities SPD (October 2011).
Any monies secured will be used to build new facilities (if the amounts available allow for this) or to
improve and extend existing facilities. In some instances these monies may not necessarily be
spent within the ward boundaries where they are collected. If there is a nearby community facility in
an adjoining ward it may be more appropriate to use the monies there if the improvements will
meet the deficiencies in the ward where the development takes place.
There are wards which show some deficiencies but which have not been highlighted as a priority.
In these cases it is not reasonable to seek contributions for a number of reasons:




Although a ward itself may be deficient geographically may can be mitigated by the
availability of facilities within adjoining wards as the catchment areas cross ward
boundaries.
In terms of a size deficiency, in some wards there may be no realistic means by which
contributions could be spent as the existing facilities may not need upgrading or may not
have the capacity to increase their size.
In numerical terms, unless a development is large enough to warrant a community facility to
be provided on-site, it is unlikely that the contribution will be large enough to provide a new
building.

If funding becomes available to improve existing community facilities, it will be important to consult
with local communities at that time to ensure that any additional facilities meet the current and
future needs of residents, as well as meeting standards in terms of quantity, size, location and
quality of provision.
In wards where monies are not available but where deficiencies remain, work should be done to
enable greater public access to the existing facilities. For example a ward may have schools with
rooms which could be used by the community but current management arrangements prevent this
from happening.
The Way Forward
The following table summarises the action that needs to be taken on a ward by ward basis to meet
the identified deficiencies. As this has been done mainly on a statistical basis in terms of size and
number of facilities it may be that there are specific local issues that may generate the need for
additional facilities. As and when these issues come forward there may be a need to make
adjustments to the recommended actions below.
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Ward

Recommended action

Abbey

Support the inclusion of a community facility as part of any development
in Abbey Barn/Daws Hill

Bledlow and Bradenham

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Booker and Cressex

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Bourne End-cum-Hedsor

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Bowerdean

Seek CIL contributions for the development of facilities within the
catchment of the ward

Chiltern Rise

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Disraeli

Seek CIL contributions for a community facility within the Hughenden
Valley

Downley and Plomer Hill

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Flackwell Heath and Little
Marlow

Seek CIL contributions for an additional community facilities within the
ward

Greater Hughenden

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Greater Marlow

No action needed as current deficiencies do not create an identified
problem in the ward

Hambleden Valley

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Hazlemere North

The size deficiency is mitigated by facilities in adjacent wards – no action
needed

Hazlemere South

No action needed as current deficiencies do not create an identified
problem in the ward

Icknield

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Lacey Green, Speen and The
Hampdens

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Marlow North and West

Seek CIL contributions for additional community facilities within the ward
and explore the options to increase access at existing facilities

Marlow South East

No action needed as current deficiencies do not create a problem

Micklefield

No action needed as current deficiencies do not create a problem

Oakridge and Castlefield

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Ryemead

Seek CIL contributions from local development to support the
development of the new community centre at Wycombe Marsh

Sands

No action needed as current deficiencies do not create a problem in the
ward

Stokenchurch and Radnage

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Terriers and Amersham Hill

Seek CIL contributions from local development for a new community
facility in the area

The Risboroughs

Seek CIL contributions for the provision of additional community meeting
space within the ward.

The Wooburns

Seek CIL contributions for a community facility in the Wooburn Green
area

Totteridge

No identified deficiency – no action needed

Tylers Green and Loudwater

No action needed - area of geographic deficiency is largely unpopulated
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Appendix 1
Ward Profiles
The following is an analysis of the levels of provision on an individual ward basis based on the
geographic spread, the number and the size of the existing dedicated facilities. This analysis by
ward is the most straightforward and systematic way of doing the analysis but it must be
remembered that ward boundaries are not themselves barriers to participation and the catchment
areas for a large number of the facilities go across the ward boundaries.
NOTE:
It has not been possible to carry out an analysis of the quality of available facilities, so even if
wards are not identified as being deficient in terms of geography, size or numbers there may still
be a need to make improvements to the existing facilities. Individual facilities have been asked to
submit proposals for building works which will improve access to their facilities by the community.
These are included as Appendix 3.
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